1. Look around the classroom.
   a. Make 3 observations of the room (remember observations are FACTS) (I provided a sample for each)
      Sample: The homework on the board is written red
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
   b. Make 3 inferences of the observation (remember, inferences are guesses based on what you see)
      Sample: I infer that the teacher likes the color red.
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
   c. Make 3 predictions about the observation (remember, predictions are inferences for the future)
      Sample: I predict that the teacher will use the color red again.
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________

2. Compare your observations, inferences and predictions with your partners. See what they wrote and correct each other if needed.

3. Do the same activity but specifically use a poster that you select from the wall.
   a. Make 3 observations of the poster (remember observations are FACTS)
      Sample: There are two penguins
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
   b. Make 3 inferences of the poster (remember, inferences are guesses based on what you see)
      Sample: There is one male and one female
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
   c. Make 3 predictions about the poster (remember, predictions are inferences for the future)
      Sample: The penguins will fall in love 🧡 (Notice prediction is for future)
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________
      ____________________________________________

4. Compare your observations, inferences and predictions with your partners. See what they wrote and correct each other if needed.